Reminders
────
Please come with
jumpers, coats, hats and
gloves so that we can play
outside without freezing
next week.
────
Thank you so much for the
donations of potato heads
and Lego- the children
have spent lots of time
creating with them this
week.
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────

We are loving our Supertato topic- this week we read Supertato
Veggies Assemble so we have been looking at what it means to be a
hero and talking about real life heroes. We have also fully embraced
everything superhero culminating in our dressing up day today!

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
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We have learnt the new sounds ‘x’(looking at animal x-rays), ‘w’ and
even played the violin for our ‘v’ sounds from last week. The Evil Pea
has also captured some new tricky words: we, me, be, he and she.

I am still awaiting official
confirmation but am hoping to be
going on a local trip (notice I’m
keeping it hush hush as I don’t
want it to fall through and the
children to be disappointed!)

In Maths we have been estimating again and using pennies in our
vegetable shop to buy things using the correct amount of money. We
have seen some fantastic shopkeepers who have been checking the
amount given to make sure it’s correct!

Ideally I would need 2/3
volunteers to walk down and back
with us. I am hoping that it will be
at 10am so walk down first thing
and then back by 11:30ish. Please
let me know if you are available.

We’ve enjoyed the last few days of freezing nights and have set up
some experiments in the tuff tray – which tub will freeze the most?
We found that the cupcake case water froze solid but the washing up
bowl had a top layer of ice but still some water underneath. Our final
book is Evil Pea Rules where he covered the whole supermarket in
snow, so fingers crossed the weather links nicely in with our story!!!

Have a great weekend

Mrs Roddy and EYFS team

I will send out more details next
week once it’s confirmed.

